REMOVABLE SPEED BUMPS
- Include all the benefits of stationary speed bumps, but can be rolled up and moved from location to location in seconds
- Perfect for calming traffic during certain hours of the day, such as before or after school
- Weighs less than 30 lbs and are easily handled by one person

ROAD REFLECTORS & BOTT’S DOTS
- Road reflectors and Bott’s Dots are used for traffic control and safety
- Reflectors come in a variety of colors and application can be permanent or temporary
- Several installation methods are available. Let us help you determine the best method for you.

INDOOR/OUTDOOR ANTI-SKID TAPE
- Indoor or outdoor application
- Available in various widths, rolls, or custom die-cut shapes
- Multiple color options available

CONTRAST TAPE
- Contrast tape comes in both white and yellow with non-reflective black borders
- Best used to mark lines on highways, interstate systems, and loading dock areas for trucks and service vehicles
- Extremely durable tape that is easy to install on asphalt surfaces

LIQUID SUPERIOR MARK™
- Hybrid nano lithium traffic marking and safety paint
- Water-based lithium silicate formulation is designed for use as traffic, lane and warehouse marker paint for concrete, asphalt, and masonry
- Can be used indoors and outdoors

PARKING LOT ARROWS
- Adheres easily to asphalt and concrete parking lots and parking garages
- Installs easily without the need of special painting machines and is 15x thicker than parking lot paints
- MUTCD legends are available on our website

SEE ALL OUR OPTIONS AT Stop-Painting.com 919-569-6765